
Compliance Guardian Incident Management System

As a full Governance, Risk and Compliance platform, Compliance Guardian mitigates privacy, 
security and compliance risks across your information gateways with a comprehensive risk 
management process.  Compliance Guardian allows organizations to document, implement, 
and measure policies in order to demonstrate conformance. 

Compliance Guardian provides a top level Incident Management System to track and deal 
with privacy and security breach management concerns. It includes Human Auditor, 
Quarantine Manager, Encryption Manager, and Redaction Manager for content status 
management and report recalculating.

Compliance Guardian keeps a record of every file it touches and the status of the checkpoints 
being used to manage the file sources. The Incident Management System can be used to do a 
query for all files that have had human review, scanned against specific checkpoints and test 
suites, or other saved document properties that are available.

The Compliance Guardian Incident Management System incorporates four components to 
ensure discovered incidents are reviewed, tracked, and acted on in accordance with your 
information governance policies:

Human Auditor Quarantine Manager Encryption Manager  Redaction Manager
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Incident Management System Components

Human Auditor

The Incident Management System allows a user with the appropriate 
permissions to review and change an existing status to a different value. At 
the same time it updates the index of all files with changed status and 
recalculates the compliance reports. All the auditing history is tracked and 
exportable to Microsoft Excel files for distribution. Human review enables 
exception handling and ensures that automated test results can be further 
validated as needed by manual inspection, allowing organizations to keep 
a full audit trail of tests that require manual inspection.

Quarantine
Manager

All quarantined files, in place or out of place, can be tracked and managed 
in Quarantine Manager.

Report on details of quarantined files: version history, file properties, 
reason for quarantine, location of file pre and post quarantine, and 
who/when created/modified the quarantined file. 

Export quarantine reports to CSV files and send to stakeholders for review 
and decisive action.

Download quarantined files and make edits in compliance with 
information governance policies, upload back to Quarantine Manager, 
and then restore the corrected files to the original location within the 
same Quarantine Manager interface.

Allow the deletion of quarantined files from the specified file share 
location, or just delete the selected quarantine version from Quarantine 
Manager if it is quarantined in place. 

Change classification metadata in the quarantined files according to 
business needs during the restore process.

Instruct the system to not test or review the file again unless the test 
suite, rules, or file itself has changed, allowing you to override the system.   
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Encryption
Manager

Encryption Manager allows for the review and management of encrypted content 
(in place encryption) as well as quarantined and encrypted content (out of place 
encryption).

Report on details of encrypted files, including encryption version history and file properties, 
why they are encrypted, in place or out of place encryption, the original files’ location, and 
who/when created or modified the files. 

Export encryption reports to CSV files and send to stakeholders for review and decisive 
action.

Manage the process of downloading encrypted files, decryption, remediating compliance 
infractions, re-upload and encryption, and decrypting the corrected files to the original 
location.

Allow the deletion of the encrypted files from the specified file share location if it is out of 
place encryption, or just delete the selected encryption version from Encryption Manager if it 
is encrypted in place. 

Change classification metadata in the encrypted files according to business needs during the 
decryption process.

Instruct the system to not test or review the file again unless the test suite, rules, or file itself 
has changed, allowing you to override the system.

Redaction
Manager

The Incident Management System provides the ability for users with the appropriate 
permissions to quarantine their content before redaction, helping organizations back 
up the original files before taking redaction action to modify the file content. The 
quarantined original files can be managed in Redaction Manager to reverse changes if 
required.

Report on details of quarantined original files, including quarantine version history and file 
properties, why they are redacted, where is the original location, and who/when created or 
modified these files. 

Export quarantine reports to CSV files and send to stakeholders for review and decisive 
action.

Download original files and make edits according to business needs, and upload back to 
Quarantine Manager.

Restore the original files back to the original location to replace the redacted files if required, 
or restore out of place to other SharePoint locations across farms or within the same farm.

Allow the deletion of the quarantined original files from the specified file share location. 

Instruct the system to not test or review the file again unless the test suite, rules, or file itself 
has changed, allowing you to override the system.
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Recalculate compliance check reports and track incidents of enterprise content with the Compliance Guardian Incident 
Management System.   

Accessible content available upon request.




